COURSES PROJECTED TO BE OFFERED SPRING 2016 9/24/15

*Subject to change as needed

4/805K-Canadian Fiction (Kaye) T-R 11:00-12:15 pm
4/845-Chicana/Latina Lit and Theory (Montes) T-R 12:30-1:45 pm
4/878-Electronic Texts (Gailey) Th 6-9 pm
4/880-Writing Center Theory & Practice-(Azima) T-Th 12:30-1:20 pm
4/898-Place Studies (Lynch) Online
4/898-Legal & Business Aspects: Creative Activity (Dooling) T-Th 9:30-10:45 am
4/875A- Rhetoric of Women (Waite) T 6-9 pm
4/872-D.H. Practicum (Jewell & Lorang) W 12:30-3:20 pm
918-Int. Smnr 19th C Studies (Homestead) Transatlantic Circulation Thur 6-9 pm
931-British Authors since 1800: Children’s Lit (White) Tue 6-9 pm
946-Digital Humanities (Price) M 2-5
953-Writing of Poetry (Dawes) W 2-5 pm
953-Writing of Fiction (Schaffert) Th 2-5 pm
971-Literary Theory (Abel) Tue 5:30-8:30 pm
973 Literary Studies: Pedagogy and Difference (Stenberg) M 5:30-8:30 pm
995-Teaching of Literature (Behrendt) T 2-5 pm